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B B C Northern Ireland Learning One Potato,Two Potato Summer 2004

Building a House

Programme 5
Written by Maureen Donnelly

A programme all about houses and how they are built inside and out, from the foundations to the 

chimney, and illustrated by a variety of poems, rhymes and songs.

Poem
      

                                         Building a Skyscraper

  They’re building a skyscraper

  Near our street.

  Its height will be nearly

  One thousand feet.

  It covers completely

  A city block.

  They drilled its foundation

  Through solid rock.

  They made its framework

  Of great steel beams.

  With riveted joints

  And welded seams.

  A swarm of workmen

  Strain and strive,

  Like busy bees

  In a honeyed hive.

  Building the skyscraper

  Into the air

  While crowds of people

  Stand and stare.

  Higher and higher

  The tall towers rise

  Like Jacob’s ladder

  Into the skies.

                   by James S Tippett

25 May                          
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  My House

  Come and help me build my house,

  This is what we do.

  First we dig a patch of ground,

  Then fl atten it too.

  Next we pour some concrete

  And when the base is done,

  We get the bricks for the walls,

  And lay them one by one.

  Nail down the fl oorboards,

  Put in the windows and doors,

  Fit in the sink and cupboards,

  Then decorate indoors.

  Now my house is ready,

  And I’m as proud as can be,

  Let’s move in the furniture,

  Then we can have tea!

     by Karen King

  Halfway Down the Stairs

  Halfway down the stairs

  Is a stair

  Where I sit

  There isn’t any

  Other stair

  Quite like

  it.

  I’m not at the bottom,

  I’m not at the top;

  So this is the stair

  Where

  I always

  Stop.

  Halfway up the stairs

  Isn’t up

  And isn’t down

  It isn’t in the nursery,

  It isn’t in the town.

  And all sorts of funny thoughts

  Run around my head;

  It really isn’t 

  Anywhere!

  It’s somewhere else

  Instead!

                   by A A Milne
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Poem/Song

  This Is the House that Jack Built

       by James Shaw 

Song

      Building Up My House
Words  and music: Peter Charlton

verse 2 Then some wood I’ll saw for the windows and the door

  As I build up my house so high.

  With a hammer and a nail and you know I’ll never fail

  To build up my house so high.

  With a saw and a saw and a saw and a saw,

  I’ll build my house so high,

  With a rap tap tap and a rap tap tap

  It’s a very fi ne house, say I.

verse 3 ‘Cos I’ve got four walls, four windows and a door

  And a chimney and a roof,

  When the raindrops fall I won’t mind at all

  For my house is weatherproof

  There’s a knocker on the door and a rug upon the fl oor,

  And inside its warm and dry, 

  Let the cold winds blow, I won’t mind I know,

  In my very fi ne house so high, high, high,

  It’s a very fi ne house say I.
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After the Programme

words for discussion:- foundations; concrete; mortar; scaffolding; skyscraper; radiator; to supply 

power; plumber; electrician; pipes; decorator; fl oor coverings; kitchen and bathroom ‘fi ttings’.

-  Houses as a topic provides a rich source of ideas for discussion, creative or descriptive

 writing and art work.

-  A project on different types of housing - bungalow, terrace, apartment, farmhouse, 

   semi-detached etc.  Make a photo montage cut out of magazines.

-  Talk through the whole process of house building, from foundations through bricks and mortar    

   walls, doors and windows, roof and chimney.

-  Discuss the features required inside - electricity or gas (how do they ‘get in’?), pipes for      

   water, various types of heating.

-  A project on personalising houses i.e. decoration, furnishing, kitchens and bathrooms.

-  Draw a picture of their bedroom.

-  Draw a picture of their house.

-  What does a plumber do? An electrician, joiner, plasterer, decorator?

-  Why do some houses have chimneys?

-  Why do houses have numbers or names?

-  Art work.  Design a house, either individually or as a class and discuss a lay-out for the

    rooms.

-  Read the Christopher Robin poem again.  Do the children have a ‘special place’ they like to  go?     

   What do they do there?

-  Make a For Sale poster for your house, listing all its good points.

N.B. The topic houses will be expanded next term, with a programme called ‘Rooms in My House’ on 

21 September and followed by ‘Rooms in My School on 28 September).

Northern Ireland Curriculum

Geography
Homes and Buildings: Pupils should have opportunities to learn about: the   

   main features of their own home, and to compare the

   size and shape of some of the houses in the local    

   area.

Science
Carrying Out and Making: Pupils should have opportunities to: make     

   observations noting similarities and differences;

  record observations in a simple form.

English
Talking and Listening: Pupils should develop the ability to: express 

          thoughts and feelings; present ideas and information.
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Cross-Curricular Links


